The Presbyterian Women Honorary Life Membership was established in the 20th century to honor women who faithfully serve the church and whose lives most closely embody the Presbyterian Women Purpose. In the worldwide church more than a thousand people receive this honor annually. At Northwood, we typically have one or two recipients each year and confer this honor on the Sunday we celebrate the Gifts of Women.

The Life Membership pin includes caring, supportive HANDS which represent women who seek to build an inclusive community of Presbyterian Women; a LEAF which represents growth of personal and corporate response to Jesus in the nurturing of faith; a DOVE which indicates work for peace in personal lives and throughout the world, as shown by the GLOBE. In the center of the design is a CROSS, by which sins are forgiven; we are freed to live in Christ who is at the center of our lives. The overall design is a BUTTERFLY, a symbol of newness in Christ.
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